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Abstract- The specific speed  of a turbine 

characterizes the turbine's shape in a way that is not 

related to its size. This allows a new turbine design to be 

scaled from an existing design of known performance. 

The specific speed is also the main criteria for matching 

a specific hydro site with the correct turbine type. The 

specific speed is the speed with which the turbine turns 

for a particular discharge Q, with unit head and 

thereby is able to produce unit power. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Inward flow water turbines have a better mechanical 

arrangement and all modern reaction water turbines 

are of this design. As the water swirls inward, it 

accelerates, and transfers energy to the runner. Water 

pressure decreases to atmospheric, or in some cases 

subatmospheric, as the water passes through the 

turbine blades and loses energy. 

Around 1890, the modern fluid bearing was invented, 

now universally used to support heavy water turbine 

spindles. As of 2002, fluid bearings appear to have 

a mean time between failures of more than 1300 

years. 

Around 1913, Viktor Kaplan created the Kaplan 

turbine, a propeller-type machine. It was an evolution 

of the Francis turbine but revolutionized the ability to 

develop low-head hydro sites. 

II. AFFINITY LAWS 

Affinity laws allow the output of a turbine to be 

predicted based on model tests. A miniature replica 

of a proposed design, about one foot (0.3 m) in 

diameter, can be tested and the laboratory 

measurements applied to the final application with 

high confidence. Affinity laws are derived by 

requiring similitude between the test model and the 

application. 

Flow through the turbine is controlled either by a 

large valve or by wicket gates arranged around the 

outside of the turbine runner. Differential head and 

flow can be plotted for a number of different values 

of gate opening, producing a hill diagram used to 

show the efficiency of the turbine at varying 

conditions. 

The runaway speed of a water turbine is its speed at 

full flow, and no shaft load. The turbine will be 

designed to survive the mechanical forces of this 

speed. The manufacturer will supply the runaway 

speed rating. 

Different designs of governors have been used since 

the mid-19th century to control the speeds of the 

water turbines. A variety of flyballsystems, or first-

generation governors, were used during the first 100 

years of water turbine speed controls. In early flyball 

systems, the flyball component countered by a spring 

acted directly to the valve of the turbine or the wicket 

gate to control the amount of water that enters the 

turbines. Newer systems with mechanical governors 

started around 1880. An early mechanical governors 

is a servomechanismthat comprises a series of gears 

that use the turbine's speed to drive the flyball and 

turbine's power to drive the control mechanism. The 

mechanical governors were continued to be enhanced 

in power amplification through the use of gears and 

the dynamic behavior. By 1930, the mechanical 

governors had many parameters that could be set on 

the feedback system for precise controls. In the later 

part of the twentieth century, electronic governors 

and digital systems started to replace the mechanical 

governors. In the electronic governors, also known as 

second-generation governors, the fly ball was 

replaced by rotational speed sensor but the controls 

were still done through analog systems. In the 

modern systems, also known as third-generation 

governors, the controls are performed digitally 

by algorithms that are programmed to the computer 

of the governor. 
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III. MAINTENANCE OF TURBINES 

 
Fig1, Francis turbine, showing pitting corrosion 

Turbines are designed to run for decades with very 

little maintenance of the main elements; overhaul 

intervals are on the order of several years. 

Maintenance of the runners and parts exposed to 

water include removal, inspection, and repair of worn 

parts. 

Normal wear and tear includes pitting 

corrosion from cavitation, fatigue cracking, 

and abrasion from suspended solids in the water. 

Steel elements are repaired by welding, usually 

with stainless steel rods. Damaged areas are cut or 

ground out, then welded back up to their original or 

an improved profile. Old turbine runners may have a 

significant amount of stainless steel added this way 

by the end of their lifetime. 

Elaborate welding procedures may be used to achieve 

the highest quality repairs.  

Water turbines are generally considered a clean 

power producer, as the turbine causes essentially no 

change to the water. They use a renewable energy 

source and are designed to operate for decades. They 

produce significant amounts of the world's electrical 

supply. 

Historically there have also been negative 

consequences, mostly associated with the dams 

normally required for power production. Dams alter 

the natural ecology of rivers, potentially killing fish, 

stopping migrations, and disrupting peoples' 

livelihoods. For example, American Indian tribes in 

the Pacific Northwest had livelihoods built 

around salmon fishing, but aggressive dam-building 

destroyed their way of life. Dams also cause less 

obvious, but potentially serious consequences, 

including increased evaporation of water (especially 

in arid regions), buildup of silt behind the dam, and 

changes to water temperature and flow patterns. In 

the United States, it is now illegal to block the 

migration of fish, for example the endangered white 

sturgeon in North America, so fish ladders must be 

provided by dam builders. 
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